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The form of the singularity of thermodynamic quantities at the phase transition point in a uniaxial
ferroelectric substance is determined. The results differ from the predictions of the phenomenological
theory by logarithmic factors. Similar results have been obtained for four-dimensional models discussed in Appendix 2.
1. INTRODUCTION

phonons. rs,?J A uniaxial transition corresponds to the
condensation of phonons with the polarization along the
THE phase transition in uniaxial ferroelectrics has
ferroelectric axis. The most important contribution to
essential singularities because in these crystals there
the various parts of the thermodynamic quantities is due
is a long-range dipole-dipole interaction. Such an inter- to low-frequency phonons whose occupation numbers
action weakens the fluctuations of the dipole moment. In
are large. Such phonons can be considered classically,
the region of applicability of the phenomenological theory even if the transition temperature T c is of the order of
the correlation function is of the form liJ
the Debye temperature. Therefore, the Hamiltonian
which
describes these phonons is of the form
(P,(k)P,( -k)> ~ (iT- Tel + ak2 + ~kfi k2)-1
(1)
and increases as one approaches the transition point
only for wave vectors lying in the basal plane. The
corrections to the thermodynamic functions, connected
with these fluctuations, are proportional to the integral
of the square of the correlation function. Because of the
presence of an angular dependence, these integrals are
proportional not to a power but to ln IT- Tc 1. r2 ' 3 J The
following approximations are proportional to powers of
logarithms recalling the situation in quantum field
theory where methods have been developed r4 ' 5 J which
make it possible to obtain logarithmically exact results.
These methods are applied to an evaluation of thermodynamic functions in the vicinity of the phase transition.
As a result it turns out that the effective interaction decreases as one approaches the transition point in
analogy with the result of the "zero charge" in quantum field theory. l4 l The temperature dependences of
the specific heat, susceptibility, and the spontaneous
moment have been obtained. The results obtained differ
from the predictions of the phenomenological theory by
logarithmic factors. In the case in which there exists a
small parameter, on going away from the Curie point
the obtained results go over to the formulas of the
phenomenological theory.
The problem of the phase transition in a ferroelectric is formally analogous to the four-dimensional problem where the role of the fourth component of the momentum is played by the quantity kz/k. Four-dimensional models turn out to be convenient for clarifying
what the singularities in the thermodynamics depend on.
In Appendix 2 we consider models with various symmetries of the Hamiltonian.
2. DISPLACEMENT-TYPE TRANSITION. THE HAMILTONIAN
In displacement-type ferroelectrics the transition is
accomplished as a result of a peculiar Bose- Einstein
condensation in a gas of weakly interacting optical
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where ~ i is the displacement of the ions in the i-th unit
cell, and Vij is the short-range part of their interaction
with one another. The last term describes the
anharmonic interaction between the phonons. For
displacement-type transitions it is essential that ~ be
small compared with the interatomic distances and one
can therefore restrict oneself to a simpler form of
anharmonicity.
In going over to the momentum representation we
take into account the fact that wave vectors k much
smaller than the reciprocal lattice vectors are important in the problem. The contribution of phonons with
such k to the Hamiltonian is

Here JJ. = a- A/3, A = 4rre~ulvun• and Vun is the volume
of a unit cell.
In a ferroelectric JJ. is anomalously small and negative; the anharmonic term is therefore important.
All physical quantities will be calculated by expanding in band summing the important terms of the series.
Let us, for example, consider the Green's functionraJ
1
G(k)=r<M-k).

(4)

In the harmonic approximation
Go(k) = (!L+sk"+J.x')-1,

where we have introduced the notation x
exact Green's function is of the form
G(k)

=

(!1

+ sk" + J.x2 + ~ (!1,

(5)

= kz/k. The

T, k) )-1,

where ~ (JJ., T, k) is equal to a sum of diagrams, the
simplest of which are presented in Fig. 1.
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3. SCATTERING AMPLITUDE OF THE PHONONS
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FIG. I

At the second-order transition point G(O) = oo and the
transition temperature is determined by the equation
(7)

The term described by the diagram 1a does not depend on k and is equal to
TbvunS dk
--G(k).
2
(2n) 3

(8)

~~=--

Let us expand this expression near the transition point
in a series in powers of JJ. + E and substitute in (6). As
a result we obtain

where
A

=

min {A.; s / a 2},
~ 10 =

y

=

TcbvH/32nl/A.s",

dk
1
(2n)• sk2+t..xz'

Tb vunr
2

J

(10)
(11)

Large k are important in the latter integral and expression (11) can therefore only be used for estimates.
It should at the same time be noted that the contribution
of the interaction of the critical phonons with other
branches to E 10 is of the same order of magnitude as the
integral of (11).
The dimensionless quantity y is proportional to the
anharmonic interaction constant of the phonons, and is
small compared to unity in displacement-type transitions. Therefore at temperatures not too close to Tc the
term with the logarithm in the denominator of (9) is
small. Neglecting it and substituting in place of E 10 expression (11), we obtain for the dielectric permittivity
the Curie- Weiss law
s

where

=

A.G(O)

=

(12)

C+f (T- Tc),

(13)

Near Tc even for y « 1 the term y ln[A/(JJ. +E)] is
not small~ In this case one must not restrict oneself
only to diagram 1a. For example, diagram 1b corresponds to

~z= ~:1.0+2(~ +

f.t)

(vln~)2 +_!_k2y2 ln2_,
f.t+~

2

f.t+~

=

(A/s)%

s

Bl'MB
r(k)= y-3-_..

1

~

(1 6 )

(J.x2+sp2l2 ·

[(sh'+m)l•l"'

art au= 3f2(y).

(17)

The solution of Eq. (17) which satisfies the boundary
condition r(L) = y is of the form
r(k 2 )= y /[1 +3yln-A-].
2

(18)

sk -l- m

It is seen from (18) that the effective interaction r for
appreciable sk 2 £: m tends to zero on approaching the
transition point.
In obtaining formula (18) we summed only over
"parquet" diagrams. In particular, in the expression
for the amplitude we neglected diagram 2d which is
proportional to y 4 ln(A/(sk2 + m)). Near the transition
point when y 3 ln 2 (A/m) ~ 1 the contribution of this expression compared with the obtained expression (18) is

(m+skZ+J.xZ)-t,

where m = JJ. + E (IJ., T, 0) and vanishes at the transition
point.

pz dp dx
rz(p)--,-;;__;:..___

The factor 3 is equal to the number of combinations by
means of which the four ends of the amplitudes can be
divided into two. Going over to the logarithmic variables
y = In (sk2 /m) and L = ln(A/m) and differentiating over y
we obtain the equation

(14)

The last term leads to a renormalization of s in the expression for the Green's function. This term, as well
as the contributions of higher orders, is proportional to
y ( y In (A/ (JJ. + E)) )n and is therefore small for
y In (A/ (JJ. + E)) ::::; 1. As is shown in Appendix 1, the
renormalization of s is small for arbitrary logarithms.
The second term, as well as the corresponding firstorder term, is proportional to [ y In (A/ JJ. + E) ]n. Summing terms of such order, we obtain for the Green's
function for T > Tc the expression
G(k)

In the first order in the anharmonicity the dimensionless scattering amplitude is the quantity y. In the following orders of perturbation theory the amplitude is
depicted by diagrams, a part of which is shown in Fig.
2. The diagrams 2a, b, and c give contributions proportional to y(y In (A/(m + sk 2 ))n (n is the order of perturbation theory) and the diagram 2d is proportional to
y 4 ln (A/(m + sk 2 )). In the accepted "parquet" approximation one takes into account diagrams of the type 2a,
b, and c, and one ignores the contribution of diagrams
of the type 2d.
When the momenta entering are of the same order
of magnitude and sk2 » m, then the amplitude r depends
only on one variable y =In (sk2 /m). In order to sum the
"parquet" diagrams we use the method of 151 • Any
"parquet" diagram can be divided into two parts by
cutting only two lines. In those instances in which this
can be done in several ways, as for example in Fig. 2c,
we cut at the place whe·re the momentum p over which
the integration is carried out has a minimum. One then
has at the right and at the left of the section diagrams
which yield after summation total amplitudes r. However, in the expressions corresponding to these
diagrams the integration is over momenta greater than
p. Within the logarithmic accuracy under consideration
the dependence of the amplitude r on the external momenta is determined by the limits of integration over
the intermediate momenta. Therefore the sums of the
diagrams on the right and on the left from the section
are equal to the scattering amplitude of phonons whose
momenta are all of the same order of magnitude p. As
a result one obtains the equation

a

b

FIG. 2
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not small. However, an account of more complicated
diagrams leads to the replacement of the bare amplitudes y by total amplitudes r, after which the contribution of the diagrams 2d as well as that of other ''noliparquet" diagrams turns out to be small.
4. THE SUSCEPTIBILITY AND SPECIFIC HEAT ABOVE
THE TRANSITION POINT
The temperature dependence of the susceptibility is
determined by the behavior of the Green's function for
k = 0. In the intermediate formulas it turns out to be
convenient to find the dependence of G on the parameter
Jl with the temperature fixed. Following this, one can
find the temperature dependence of the individual parts
with the aid of the relation
T-T 0 =(f!.- flc}

:~.

(19)

The derivative &Tc/&Jl is determined from Eq. (7) and
Jl c from the equation

+

(20)
flc
~ (fl.c 1 T, 0} = 0.
In order to determine the dependence of G(O) on Jl we

make use of Ward's identity
iiG- 1 (0)

--=iT(O,O,O},

(21)

O'fl

where iris the vertex part which is represented by diagrams with two ends and one angle. In the case in which
all three momenta on which iTdepends are of the same
order k, the equation for :r can be obtained in the same
way as Eq. (16) for the amplitude:
(A/s) 1/z

8yl.s3
iT(k)= 1-~n-

p2 dp dx
iT(p)f(p) (),.x2+sk2)2"

r

J

(22)

[(shZ+m)/s] 'h

Going over to logarithmic variables and substituting for
r(p) expression (18), we obtain
iT(y)

=

[1+3v(L-y)]-'"·

(23)

Thus, Eq. (21) takes on the form

dm

-d =
fl.

( 1+3vln-A )-'I•
.
fl.- flc

(24)

Solving this equation with logarithmic accuracy, we obtain
m =(fl.- flc) ( 1

A )-'I• .
+ 3vln-fl.- flc

(25)

As a result we obtain for the susceptibility, instead of
(12), the expression

(A

< =c+
- - [ 1-J--3vln - -c+
- )\]'".
T-T,
"- T-T,

(26)

Thus the susceptibility tends to infinity somewhat more
rapidly than in accordance with the Curie- Weiss law.
The singular part of the specific heat is conveniently
evaluated with the aid of the expression
(27)
The polarization operator II is represented by the
aggregate of all diagrams with two angles. As in the
derivation of expression (16), we carry out the cutting
of any diagram along the two lines with the smallest
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momenta. As a result we obtain
k2dkdx
(28)
(1.z2+sk 2+m)2 ·
Substituting expression (22) for :land integrating over
the logarithmic variables, we obtain

IT =·-1_r

;T2(k)

(2rr)2J

II= -

1
. [( 1
16rrv fAS 3

A )''• - 1J.
+ 3v In-

m

(29)

The same expression can be obtained from the usual
equation II = GG + GGrGG. Here one must take into account that for unequal incoming momenta r also depends
on their ratio and is not equal to expression (18).
utilizing formulas (27) and (29), we obtain for the
specific heat the expression

({)T)-2[( 1+3vln-A)''• -1 J.

C = - T•
'~ - '
16nv yl.s3 Of!.

m

(30)

In the immediate vicinity of the transition point the
specific heat per unit volume increases like

3'1• (

C = - - - T, )~(A
-. 11Jrrv'l, CT
s

)'h In'" (A- · ·C+- - )
A T- Tc

.

(31)

The obtained expression represents the singular part
of the specific heat. In the classical region under consideration the nonsingular part follows the law of Dulong
and Petit.
5. THE THERMODYNAMICS IN A STRONG ELECTRIC
FIELD AND BELOW THE TRANSITION POINT
In an electric field one must add to the Hamiltonian
(2) the term - Eeeff~ ~ i. With this there appears a
macroscopic dipole moment. A macroscopic moment
also appears below the transition point, even in the absence of a field. In this case it is convenient in calculating the statistical averages, as in the theory ofthe
Bose gas, to separate in the Hamiltonian terms containing ~ o· The quantity ~ 0 can be considered a parameter
and after calculating the thermodynamic functions one
can find it from the condition

oF <oH>
ii6o =

ii6o =

O.

(32)

In order to find the temperature dependence of ~ o,
let us consider the diagrams for the free energy F as
functions of the parameter ~ 0 • Comparing these diagrams with those of the eigen- energy ~ , one can convince oneself that the relation
ii'F I 86o2 = G-•(O)

(33)

is fulfilled. The dependence of G(O) on Jl is determined
as before by Wards's identity (21) and the dependence
on ~ o by the equation
82
32n - - G- 1 (0) = -l'"-s3f(m).
ii£o2
VT,

(34)

In the approximation of the higher-order logarithm
under consideration the amplitude r and the vertex part
T are described by the same diagrams as above the
transition point. Therefore they are determined as
functions of the parameter m = G- 1 (0) as before by
formulas (18) and (23).
The additional diagrams appearing below the transition point contain fewer Green's functions and integra-
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tions than the parquet diagrams of the same order. The
expressions corresponding to these additional diagrams
in the asymptotic region are small in their exponent,
and for sk2 ~ m.they are proportional to a smaller
power of the logarithm than the expressions corresponding to parquet diagrams of the same order.
Integrating (23), (33) and (34) with logarithmic accuracy and taking into account the relation

-oF\
=
il!;o ~.==o

-e.crN"E,

we obtain after substitution in (32) for the parameters
m and ~ o the system of equations
16n m == (f.l- f.lc).:'T(m) + VTc l'A.s3 f(m) 6o2,

(35)

32n _
-eeec,N'I•E +(f.l- f.lc).:'T(m)6o+--l'M 3 f(m)!;o3 =0.
6VTc

(36)

Solving this system for E = 0 below the transition point,
we find for the spontaneous polarization and for the
permittivity the relations

!2y({; )( ~ )"' [1 + 3yln ~ T,c~ rJ" (Tc- T),

Po'= 64

1 -c+- ( 1+3yln--A c+ )''• .
e=
2T,-T
'J..T.-T

(37)
(38)

It is clear from the obtained expressions that the
spontaneous polarization vanishes somewhat more
slowly than in the phenomenological theory and the
dielectric increases more rapidly, the "law of two"
being fulfilled-the permittivity below the transition
point being smaller by a factor of two than the permittivity above the point for the same IT- Tc j.
In a strong field one can neglect the second term in
(36); this yields
3 - (').)'';
Ae)
P3 = TeE ( 1+3yln(4n)3y

s

').

r.''•- ( 1+3vlnAe )''• .
e=3-''• ( -'J.. \''' sl y'I•E'I•
').

'

(39)
(40)

In order to calculate the specific heat in a field and
below the transition point, one must take into account
that not only the zeroth Green's functions but also the
spontaneous moment ~ 0 depends on the parameter JJ..
Mter differentiation and taking into account (32) we obtain for a constant acting field
rFF =F~~-(F~~)z.
df.lz

(41)

F;;

The first term in the right-hand part of (41) is expressed as previously in terms of the polarization
operator and the second term can be found by using (36)
and (33). Substituting (41) in (27), we obtain
C= -

1 (.'!.!__)

16ny

C+

2

(~ )"'[4 (1+ 3y In A___!!_2..._) '!'_ 1]. (42)
s

'J.. T.-T

At temperatures not too close to the transition point
(42) gives a constant equal to the jump of the specific
heat in the phenomenological theory. Near the transition
point the specific heat increases in accordance with the
same law as above the transition point.
6. GENERALIZATION OF THE MODEL
Above we have considered a model with a weak
phonon interaction. The obtained expressions represent
the first term of an expansion in the "physical charge"

y c = r(sk2 ~ m). Expression (18) shows that in the
limit m - 0 the charge y c tends to zero and is independent of the bare interaction y. It can be expected that
the nature of the solutions does not change essentially
on going over from small to large y. We shall therefore
assume that y c « 1 for sufficiently small m. There
exists then a region sk2 >> m for which r(k2 ) « 1. We
shall therefore choose m «A« s/a 2 so that r(A)
= y « 1. If in evaluating the integrals in the terms of
the perturbation theory series one first carries out the
integration over k 2 > A/s, then one obtains a series
in y. Integration over k 2 < A/s leads to formula (18).
The quantity y does not depend on the temperature.
In the case of strong coupling y is not expressed in
terms of the constant of the Hamiltonian in accordance
with (10) and can be considered to be a phenomenological
parameter. Other parameters ares, Tc, and aTc/aJJ..
A temperature dependence of r (k2 ) appears for sk 2
:S m and is determined by Eq. (18). All the other quantities have analogously the same temperature dependence as in the case of weak coupling.
The case in which the obtained results go over continuously into the results of the phenomenological theory
and which therefore requires no additional assumptions
occurs not only for small anharmonicity but also in the
case of a large interaction radius Vij for anharmonicity
of arbitrary magnitude. The corresponding diagram
technique is described inr3 J. In addition to the usual
four-phonon interaction there appear in this case interactions of six, etc. phonons. However the contribution
of such interactions, which is insensitive to the region
of small momenta, does not change the temperature dependences.
In the limit of large anharmonicity the Hamiltonian
(2) goes over into the Hamiltonian of the Ising model.
For a large interaction radius the effective bare amplitude y ~ rft is in this model small. In the nearestneighbor interaction there is no small parameter and
the obtained results are only valid when an additional
assumption concerning the field of the charge is fulfilled.
In the case of a weak dipole-dipole interaction there
exists a large temperature range, not too close to the
transition, within which this interaction is unimportant.
However, sufficiently close to the transition point when
m « .\. the situation becomes logarithmic. With this
r(.\.) ~ 1 and the results obtained are applicable with
the same stipulations as in the case of strong coupling.
The opposite situation occurs when the ferroelectric
is a semiconductor. In this case at distances greater
than the Debye radius the dipole-dipole interaction is
screened by free carriers. Therefore the formulas obtained above are correct at temperatures not too close
to the transition point when the correlation radius is
smaller than the Debye radius.
No account was taken above of the interaction of
critical phonons and acoustic phonons. In the elastic
isotropic model such an interaction leads to the transition becoming a first-order transition. leJ If the striction is small, then the temperature hysteresis is exponentially small and the results obtained above are
valid in a broad temperature range. Acoustic and optic
phonons with wave vectors lying in the basal plane are
important in the uniaxial case. For these wave vectors
a crystal with hexagonal symmetry is equivalent to an
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isotropic solid and for such. crystals the entire thermodynamics is determined by the general formulas of[ 9 J
in which one must substitute the expression for the
specific heat without account of the interaction with
acoustic phonons (30) and (42).
7. CONCLUSION
The results obtained show that the phase transition
in uniaxial ferroelectrics has a series of features due
to the presence of a dipole-dipole interaction. The dependences of the thermodynamic quantities differ in this
case weakly (logarithmically) from the dependences
predicted by the phenomenological theory. In displacement-type transitions when the bare interaction constant
y is small deviations from the phenomenological theory
appear in the region exponentially close to the transition
point. For order-disorder type transitions where there
is apparently no small parameter one can use near the
transition point the asymptotic limits. In this case the
specific heat increases as ln 113 IT - Tc I, the coefficient
below the transition point Tc being larger by a factor of
four than above Tc for a zero acting field and the same
as above Tc for constant induction. The susceptibility
is proportional to IT- Tc l- 1ln 113 IT- Tc I, the "law of
two" being fulfilled; the s~ontaneous polarization
vanishes as (Tc - T) 112 ln 1 (Tc - T). Such results are
in qualitative agreement with experiment. Thus in triglycine sulphate[ 10 l and in RbH 2 POP 1 l the specific heat
increases in accordance with a close-to-logarithmic
law, and for the susceptibility the deviations from the
Curie-Weiss law are small.
The obtained results are apparently applicable to
transitions in uniaxial ferromagnets; however, the
magnetic dipole-dipole forces are usually small compared with the exchange interaction. Therefore the
formulas obtained above are only applicable in a narrow
region near the transition point. This explains possibly
the behavior of the magnetization of nickel which decreases at temperatures 0.88 Tc < T < 0.99Tc like
(Tc- T) 113 and forT > 0.99Tc like (Tc- T) 112 • [ 12 l
A detailed experimental investigation of the features
of the thermodynamic quantities in uniaxial ferroelectrics would be of interest not only for the physics of
phase transitions but also for checking the general
methods of quantum field theory. For the same reasons
it is interesting to carry out numerical calculations of
the Ising model with a dipole-dipole interaction and for
the four-dimensional models discussed in Appendix 2.
APPENDIX 1

A convenient method of constructing successive approximations in the par1ameter
Yc

=

f(sk~ ~

m)

(A1.1)

is the method of the renormalization group. [12 l
An analysis of the perturbation-theory diagrams
shows that the theory under consideration has the property of renormalizability, i.e. the dependence of all
quantities on the cut-off parameter A can be eliminated
by the introduction of a "physical" charge y c and renormalization factors which do not depend on the momentum k. Thus, one can write for the amplitude

(A1.2)
[Usually one chooses rc(ycA) = y.] In order to find the
dependence of r c on A, we shall assume that y depends
on A in such a way that y c remains fixed. If we now
choose sk2 close to A and use first-order perturbation
theory, then we obtain
fc(Yc,A) (

1-3yln~)
sk'

= r.(y.,sk 2 ).

(Al.3)

Expressing y in terms of y c = r (m) with the aid of
expression (Al.2) and making in (Al.3) sk2 tend towards
A, we obtain the equation
A ar.(y.A)
8A

=

3Yc r.•(y.A),
r.(y,m)

(A1.4)

whose solution is of the form
r
-~y.,m)

(Al.5)

.(yeA)- 1-3y.ln(A/m)"

Substituting this expression in (A1.2) with account of
(Al.1), we obtain
y

Ye = 1 + 3y ln(A/m)'
f(sk 2 )=y /[1+3yln

(Al.6)

sk•~m].

The latter formula coincides with (18) obtained by
summing higher-order logarithms.
In the asymptotic region the Green's function is of
the form
(Al.7)
We note that the parameter .X is not renormalized and
the renormalization of the parameter s in second-order
perturbation theory is given by (14). In order to obtain
an expression valid for y ln (A/ sk 2 ) >- 1, we make again
use of the renormalizability
(A1.8)
As was done above in seeking the amplitude, using the
result of perturbation theory, we obtain
(Al.9)
Solving this equation and substituting the obtained
solution in (Al.8), we obtain with account of (Al.6)
s.(sk 2 )=s

1 In-A-] (A1.10)
[1+~'\-2(1+3yln-A-)2
2
2

sk

+m

sk

+m

This expression is of the same form as the renormalization of the Green's function of the electron in quantum
electrodynamics. u 4 J
It is seen from (A1.10) that the renormalization of
the s parameter is also small for large logarithms.
APPENDIX 2

As has been noted, the problem of the phase transition in a uniaxial ferroelectric which has been considered is equivalent to the problem of the phase transition
in the four-dimensional model with one real field.
It turns out that the form of the singularity depends
on the symmetry of the Hamiltonian. In order to explain this dependence we consider a four-dimensional
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model with n real fields. The Hamiltonian of such a
model is of the form
1

1

b

2, ~ !!il"6i'"+2, ~ V;;(s;''- 6;<>) 2 +4! ~ (6i'"s;<>) 2•
;
;;
;
(A2.1)
The case of two real fields is equivalent to one complex field and corresponds to the Bose-Einstein condensation of a four-dimensional Bose gas.
Repeating the derivation of formulas (16) and (22),
we obtain equations for the amplitude and the vertex
H =

r ..~~v(x) =

y(lla~li~v

+ llav6~~ + 6a~6~v)

L

-

) dy{f a~crp (y) f crp11v (y) + f acr~p(y) fcr~pv (y) +faap~(Y) fa~vp (x)},

The form of the singularities does not depend on the
explicit form of the Hamiltonian and is determined
solely by the number of fields. For instance, for a
four-dimensional lattice of spins analogous results can
be obtained by the methods ofl3 ' 15 J. In the Ising model
which corresponds to one real field the specific heat
increases as ln 113 IT - T c 1.
A Bose gas is equivalent to a lattice of plane
dipoles. llsJ In this case the specific heat increases as
ln 115 IT- Tel· Finally, in the four-dimensional Heisenberg model which corres~onds to a vector field the
specific heat goes as ln 1 11 IT- Tel, and the form of the
singularity does not depend on the magnitude of the spin.

"'
L

9'"".,.~(x)= 1\a~-) dy9'""~v(Y)f~va~(y).

(A2.2)

It follows from symmetry considerations that ra{3f.lv
+ 1>afJ-Of3v + OavOf3f.l} and Eraf3 = froa{3·

= r{oaf30f.lv

Substituting these expressions in Eq. (A2.2), we obtain
the equations
L

r{x)= y-(n+&) ) dyf2(y),

(A2.3)

L

:T(x)= 1-(n+2)) dyf(y)9'""(y),

the solutions of which are of the form
(A2.4)

f(x)=

y
,
1 +v(n+S) (L-x)
9'""(x) = [1+y(n+8)(L-x)]-{n+2)/(n+8'

(A2.5)

Making use of (28), we calculate the polarization operator
1

II=- {4tt)h'( 4 ---;:;j

{[

J

A (4-n)/(n+B)

1+y(n+S)ln-;-

)

-1J-(A2.6)

Substituting the obtained expressions (A2.6), (A2.5),
and (A2.4) in (26), (30), and (37), we obtain the main
thermodynamic dependences which in the asymptotic
region

are of the form
C

~ In<•-nlt<n+BJ --

C+ - (n

jT-T,j

8

~

IT- T

e

<

4) · C
In In
C+
'
~
jT-Tel

j-1In<n+2),(n+B) _S_

jT-Tel'

P02 ~ (T,- T) '1, ln6i<n+•l - -c+
--

jT-T,j'

For n
no jump.

(n = 4),

> 4 the specific heat remains finite

(A2.7)
and has
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